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Abstract: Containers allocation in terminals has attracted lots of research works due to 
practical & theoretical importance in transportation literature. In this paper, we developed 
a fuzzy mathematical programming model for solving problem of allocating the containers 
in terminal area. The objective is minimizing the total distance traversed by the containers 
from the ship to the terminal area they are assigned. Fuzzy set concepts are used to treat 
imprecision regarding the distances between berth and terminals area, number of 
containers in an arrived ship and estimation of available area in each terminal at a port. We 
proposed two types of models for optimistic and pessimistic situations. The proposed 
models have been coded in LINGO8.0 solver and a numerical example has been solved 
for illustration purpose. The full analysis of the proposed models can cause an optimum 
allocation of containers of several ships to different terminals of berths in fuzzy 
environment. 
Keywords: fuzzy programming, fuzzy berth allocation, fuzzy container allocation 
 
1 Introduction 
Nowadays maritime transportation has an essential role in economies as it permits 
goods exchange between far-off countries. Application of containers is a proper 
technology for transporting freight, especially on long maritime routes. There are a 
large number of ports around the world, ranging from single berth locations 
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handling a few tons a year to multipurpose one which handle up to several million 
tons a year. Over the last decades the use of containers for general cargo has 
extended extremely. Containers are large metal modules made in universal 
standard dimensions and measured in multiples of twenty feet called “twenty foot 
equivalent units” (TEUs). Containers require less product packaging. They help 
reducing defect, and they result in higher productivity during the handling process. 
Moreover containers allow for inter-modal transportation because transshipment 
between ships, trucks or trains is easily performed (Caramia & Dell’Olmo, 2008). 
Containers allocation in terminals has attracted lots of research works due to 
practical & theoretical importance in transportation literature. Several extensions of 
the problem have been considered in this area. The variety of research work about 
container allocation, berth allocation problem (BAP) or any related topic is 
impressive. Researchers have tried to map their assumptions about the problem 
and have developed a suitable procedure like mathematical programming, 
heuristic/ meta-heuristic and etc. The emerged problems in this family have either 
theoretical or practical offspring and are mainly categorized in NP-Hard class. Some 
of the last research works in this area can be outlined as: Hansen et al. (2008), 
Liang et al. (2008), Imai et al. (2008), Canonaco et al. (2008), Imai et al. (2008), 
Imai et al. (2007), Cordeau et al. (2007), Wang and Lim, (2007), Li et al. (2007). 
To our best knowledge, there are few research works in fuzzy BAP, although real 
world problems are faced with ambiguous parameters which could efficiently be 
modeled through fuzzy concepts. In this paper, we define and attack Containers 
Allocation Problem in Maritime Terminals in fuzzy environment. The distances 
between berth and terminal area, number of containers in an arrived ship and 
estimation of available area in all terminals of port are assumed to be positive 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers (TrFNs) which will be define in section 2. The objective 
is minimizing total traversed distance by the containers from the ship to the 
terminals area they are assigned in an ambiguous environment. The following 
sections of this paper are arranged as below. Some well-known and main 
arithmetic operator in fuzzy environment which is used in this paper and their 
associated notations are introduced in section 2. Section 3 is allocated to define the 
problem scope and assumptions. Crisp model and proposed fuzzy model are also 
represented in section 3. Experimental results are outlined in section 4. Finally in 
the 5th section the paper will be ended with a brief summery and conclusion. 
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2 Fuzzy Definitions 
Let X be the universe of discourse, },...,,{ 21 nxxxX  . A fuzzy set A~ of X is a set of 
order pairs )}(,(),...,(,(),(,{( ~2~21~1 nAnAA xxxxxx   where ]1,0[:~ XA  is the 
membership function of A~ , and )(~ iA x stands for the membership degree of ix  in 
A
~ . Some definitions are presented as follow: 
Definition2.1. When X is continuous rather than a countable or finite set, the 
fuzzy set A~  is denoted as:  X A xxfA ),/()(~ ~ where .Xx  
Definition2.2. When X is a countable or finite set, the fuzzy set A~  is 
represented as:  i iiA xxfA )/()(~ ~  where .Xx  
Definition2.3. A fuzzy set A~  of the universe of discourse X is normal when its 
membership function )(~ xA satisfies: 1)(max ~ xAx  . 
Definition2.4. A fuzzy set A
~
 in X is convex if and only if for every pair of point 
x1 and x2 in X, the membership function of A
~
satisfies the inequality 
o ))(),(min()).1(.( 2~1~21~ xxxx AAA   , where ].1,0[ . 
Definition2.5. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy subset in the universe of discourse X 
that is not only convex but also normal. 
Definition2.6. The cut A~  and strong cut  A
~
of the fuzzy set A~  in the 
universe of discourse X is defined by  
o ]1,0[where},,)(:{~ ~   XxxxA iiAi   
o ]1,0[where},,)(:{~ ~   XxxxA iiAi  
Definition2.7. A fuzzy set A~  of the universe of discourse X is convex if and only 
if every A
~
 is convex, that is A
~
 is a close interval of  . It can be written 
as: 
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o ]1,0[where],,[~ )(2)(1   ppA . 
Definition2.8. A trapezoidal fuzzy number can be defined as a ),,,(~ dcbam  , 
where the membership function m~  of m~  is given by 
o 









)(
)(1
)(
)(~
dxc
cd
xd
cxb
bxa
ab
ax
xm  
Where [b,c] is called a mode interval of ˜ m . The lower and upper limits of m~  are 
represented by a, and b, respectively.  
3 Problem Description 
When a ship arrives at a port, is conducted to a free berth. Then it has to unload a 
certain number of containers to each terminals of the associated berth. Among the 
containers that are arrived in each ship, there is a fraction of them have custom 
operation. The problem can be represented as reported in Figure1. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. “Problem Representation”. 
3.1 Definition of Containers Allocation in a Maritime Terminal 
Consider a container-allocation problem which is involved in solving two allocating 
problem simultaneously. One is allocation of ships to berths and sequentially 
second is related to assignment of containers to the associated terminals of that 
berth. The objective of is minimizing the total distance from the ship to the 
terminal area they are assigned. The problem can be represented by means of an 
acyclic directed graph, as reported in Figure 3, whose nodes represent ships, 
berths and terminals, while arcs model the links among nodes onto which the 
containers flow. 
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Figure 2. “Containers Allocation in Maritime Terminals”. 
 
Figure 3. “Structure of Container Allocation Problem”. 
Assume that at time t = 0 a ship k is assigned a berth and has to unload a certain 
number of containers to terminals of that berth. The parameters of the model are 
as follow. 
 s : Source node. 
 k : Ship index, k = 1,… ,n. 
b: Berth index, b=1,…, m. 
j: Terminal index, j = 1,… ,d. 
cok: Number of containers associated with ship k that have custom operations, 
k = 1, . . . , n. 
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ncok: Number of containers associated with ship k that will not be inspected, k 
= 1, . . . , n. 
P: Receiving sink. 
bjd : Distance between berth b and terminal area j if the container does not 
need custom operation. 
c
bjd : Sum of the distances between berth b and terminal area j, and terminal 
area j and custom operation area of that terminal. 
jbC : Available capacity of terminal j of berth b. 
3.2 Formulation of the Crisp Allocation Model 
Assume that ship k arrives at a port and is assigned to berth b. All containers must 
be unloaded in the different terminal of associated berth. The goal is to find the 
allocation of the containers to the terminal areas so that total distance from the 
berth to the terminals is minimized for all ships. The following basic assumptions 
are considered: (1) Each ship can be assigned to at most one berth; (2) The 
number of containers that can be assigned to the terminal cannot be greater than 
the capacity of that terminal. This capacity is a different value for each terminal at 
a berth; (3) Once a ship is assigned to a berth, all its containers are assigned to 
that berth as well. 
Let us formalize the model (at a certain time t), in a port with m berths and d 
terminal areas at each berth, in which n ships arrive. It is notable that the crisp 
model has inherited some attributes from a model proposed in Caramia and 
Dell’Olmo (2008).  
min (dcbj .Xbj
c 
j1
d
b1
m dbj .Xbj ) M .Sk
k1
n      (1) 
Xbj
c  cok .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m      (2) 
Xbj  ncok .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m       (3) 
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ykb 1,
k1
n b 1,...,m        (4) 
ykb  Sk 1,
b1
m k 1,...,n        (5) 
(Xbj  Xbjc ) Cbj j 1,...,d,b 1,...,m      (6) 
Xbj  0,b 1,...,m, j 1,...,d       (7) 
ykb  {0,1},k 1,...,n,b 1,...,m       (8) 
Sk  {0,1},k 1,...,n         (9) 
The variables of models are as follow: 
c
bjX : Number of assigned containers not requiring custom operation from berth 
b to terminal area j = 1,.. ,d. 
:bjX  Number of assigned containers requiring custom operation from berth b to 
terminal area j = 1,.. ,d. 
kby : A 0-1 variable equal to 1 if ship k is assigned to berth b, and is 0 
otherwise. 
:kS  A 0-1 variable, that holds 1 if ship k cannot be berthed, because all the 
berths are busy, and has to wait, it holds 0 otherwise. Consider that this 
variable has a key role in selecting the ships for berthing.  
The objective function has three components. The first two pieces are related to 
the traversed distance between berths b to terminal j. The third part of the 
objective function takes into account the waiting ships. In the other word, the 
model guaranty that if the number of arriving ship in a period is greater than 
number of available berths, the most valuable combination of them is select for 
berthing and the others form a queue in port. Note that in the objective function Sk 
is associated with a parameter M that is arbitrarily high. Constraints (2), (3) assure 
that sum of the assigned containers from berth b to terminal j are equal to 
unloaded containers in from ship k to berth b. Constraints (4) define that each 
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berth can be assigned at most one ship at a time. Similarly, constraints (5) assign 
each ship to one and only one berth. Finally, constraints (6) ensure that the 
number of containers that are traversed from berth b to terminal j cannot exceed 
the capacity of terminal. 
3.3 Formulation of the Fuzzy Allocation Model 
In real world problem, parameters of aforementioned model are mixed with 
ambiguity. Consider when ships arrive at a port there is no exact evaluation of free 
capacity of each terminal and this often accrues due to space of berth, container 
combination of previous ships, total time need for container inspection and etc. The 
numbers of containers associated with ship k that have to be inspected and the 
number of containers associated with ship k that will not be inspected are not 
assumed to be predetermined exact values. It is not so unrealistic to assume that 
the sum of the distances between berth b and terminal area j has a notable 
amount of uncertainty because of several predefined route for quay crane in each 
berth. The fuzzy concepts can efficiently represent these vague nesses. Formally 
we consider these parameters as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The proposed model 
for designed fuzzy environment is represented as follow.  
min ( ˜ d bj
c .Xbj
c 
j1
d
b1
m ˜ d bj .Xbj ) M.Sk
k1
n       (10) 
Xbj
c  ˜ cok .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m       (11) 
Xbj  ˜ ncok .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m        (12) 
ykb 1,
k1
n b 1,...,m         (13) 
ykb  Sk 1,
b1
m k 1,...,n         (14) 
(Xbj  Xbjc )  ˜ C bj j 1,...,d,b 1,...,m       (15) 
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Xbj  0,b 1,...,m, j 1,...,d        (16) 
ykb  {0,1},k 1,...,n,b 1,...,m        (17) 
Sk  {0,1},k 1,...,n          (18) 
Where, ),,,(~ 4321 cccccbj bjbjbjbj ddddd  , ),,,(
~ 4321
bjbjbjbj
dddddbj  , ),,,(~ 4321 kkkkk cocococooc  ,
),,,(~ 4321 kkkkk nconconconcoocn  , and ),,,(~ 4321 bjbjbjbjbj CCCCC   have same definitions which have 
represented in crisp model. Considering the α-cut concept, relations (10)-(18), will 
be transformed and the result will be an interval 0-1 programming represented as 
follows: 
min ([dbj
L  dbjU ]c .Xbjc 
j1
d
b1
m [dbjL  dbjU ] .Xbj ) M.Sk
k1
n     (19) 
Xbj
c  [co
k
L  co
k
U ] .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m       (20) 
Xbj  [ncokL  ncokU ] .
k1
n
j1
d ykb, b 1,...,m       (21) 
ykb 1,
k1
n b 1,...,m         (22) 
ykb  Sk 1,
b1
m k 1,...,n         (23) 
(Xbj  Xbjc )  [C bjL C bjU ] , j 1,...,d,b 1,...,m     (24) 
Xbj  0,b 1,...,m, j 1,...,d        (25) 
ykb  {0,1},k 1,...,n,b 1,...,m        (26) 
Sk  {0,1},k 1,...,n          (27) 
0  1          (28) 
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The proposed model can be divided into two sub-model using α-cut concepts. The 
first one is the optimistic, and the second one is the pessimistic. In the other word 
these models are two extreme for aforementioned interval programming model. It 
is notable that lower and upper bounds of the model parameters are calculated as 
equations (29)-(33), respectively. 
[dbj
U ]  dbj4 (dbj4  dbj3 ); [dbjL ]  dbj1 (dbj2  dbj1 ); 0  1   (29) 
[dbj
U ]
c  dbjc 4 (dbjc4  dbjc 3); [dbjL ]c  dbjc1 (dbjc 2  dbjc1); 0  1   (30) 
[cok
U ]  cok4 (cok4  cok3); [cokL ]  cok1 (cok2  cok1 ); 0  1  (31) 
[ncok
U ]  ncok4 (ncok4  ncok3); [ncokL ]  ncok1 (ncok2  ncok1 ); 0  1 (32) 
[Cbj
U ] Cbj4 (Cbj4 Cbj3 ); [CbjL ] Cbj1 (Cbj2 Cbj1 ); 0  1   (33) 
In optimistic model the distances and number of containers in each arrived ship, 
are assumed equal to lower bound of associated interval programming while the 
available capacity of a terminal in each berth are set equal to upper bound of 
interval program. These values are set inversely for pessimistic programming. The 
proposed models should be solved for predefined α-cut levels in order to complete 
a full analysis. In the next section the full analysis will be represented for an 
illustrative instance. 
4 Experimental Results 
In this section, the proposed model is tested. A full analysis is performed with both 
optimistic and pessimistic models using two different α-cut levels for an instance. 
4.1 Test Problem 
We consider a BAP instance problem as a triple like (5, 5, 5) which first argument 
is dedicated for number of ships, second and third arguments represent the 
number of berths in port and number of terminals in each berths, respectively. 
More information is presented in the following table. It is notable that all data are 
TrFNs.  
 CO NCO 
SHIP1 (33, 67, 71, 113) (22, 72, 82, 112) 
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SHIP2 (40, 45, 93, 120) (19, 48, 72, 88) 
SHIP3 (4, 15, 31, 33) (12, 18, 26, 102) 
SHIP4 (43, 44, 46, 47) (8, 16, 32, 59) 
SHIP5 (50, 132, 135, 157) (39, 45, 51, 53) 
Table 1. “Number of Containers in each ship”. 
 TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 (18, 23, 28, 37) (53, 58, 60, 67) (20, 27, 36, 41) (64, 70, 73, 77) (33, 36, 41, 50) 
BERTH2 (5, 11, 15, 17) (26, 28, 29, 36) (5, 7, 8, 8) (35, 42, 42, 48) (6, 10, 11, 16) 
BERTH3 (74, 83, 89, 89) (33, 38, 43, 49) (59, 64, 70, 77) (57, 64, 70, 70) (29, 37, 39, 39) 
BERTH4 (17, 20, 23, 23) (52, 54, 54, 56) (92, 96, 101, 105) (39, 40, 49, 52) (75, 80, 88, 89) 
BERTH5 (4, 8, 10, 18) (71, 71, 79, 83) (65, 71, 79, 87) (23, 32, 41, 50) (26, 26, 31, 35) 
Table 2. “Available Capacity of each Terminal in a Berth”. 
 TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 (29, 104, 132, 189) (14, 31, 61, 106) (8, 28, 41, 109) (15, 38, 98, 118) (27, 32, 48, 90) 
BERTH2 (36, 106, 108, 109) (26, 27, 35, 45) (1, 40, 96, 164) (30, 48, 74, 86) (30, 41, 48, 50) 
BERTH3 (46, 60, 145, 185) (36, 47, 55, 73) (14, 14, 58, 88) (40, 53, 69, 70) (26, 40, 46, 52) 
BERTH4 (39, 44, 102, 154) (21, 100, 113, 117) (6, 6, 56, 106) (37, 38, 122, 180) (11, 27, 51, 104) 
BERTH5 (14, 25, 78, 119) (37, 65, 110, 111) (30, 62, 153, 164) (43, 46, 69, 85) (25, 83, 85, 92) 
Table 3. “Distance between Berth b and Terminal area j for I containers”. 
 TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 (3, 32, 43, 68) (22, 23, 43, 66) (4, 5, 20, 45) (3, 20, 21, 36) (19, 43, 56, 142) 
BERTH2 (8, 45, 55, 55) (29, 29, 70, 83) (14, 50, 124, 138) (42, 62, 84, 90) (20, 42, 74, 116) 
BERTH3 (26, 43, 53, 113) (15, 34, 36, 93) (14, 64, 116, 117) (18, 33, 36, 76) (5, 72, 120, 122) 
BERTH4 (22, 28, 46, 55) (31, 39, 75, 105) (38, 79, 114, 162) (39, 51, 58, 130) (48, 56, 69, 124) 
BERTH5 (37, 86, 99, 142) (39, 47, 48, 89) (3, 32, 48, 54) (49, 69, 79, 82) (38, 38, 68, 103) 
Table 4. “Distance between Berth b and Terminal area j for NI containers”. 
4.2 Results 
The described instance was solved optimally by LINGO 8.0 solver through a Branch 
& Bound algorithm. The optimistic and the pessimistic model were solved for 
different α-cut levels. The obtained results are summarized in following tables. 
Optimistic Programming  
Run α-cut level O.F.V. State Iteration 
1 0 2453.000 Global Optimum 48 
2 1 11230.00 Global Optimum 63 
Pessimistic Programming  
Run α-cut level O.F.V. State Iteration 
1 0 0.10E+14 Global Optimum 529 
2 1 30400.00 Global Optimum 64 
Table 5. “Objective Function Value”. 
Number Of Assigned Custom Operation Required Container to each Terminal 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
c
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
c
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 0 9 41 0 0 BERTH1 0 45 0 0 0 
BERTH2 0 0 4 0 0 BERTH2 0 29 8 0 7 
BERTH3 0 0 40 0 0 BERTH3 0 0 67 0 0 
BERTH4 0 0 43 0 0 BERTH4 0 0 101 0 31 
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BERTH5 18 0 0 0 15 BERTH5 10 0 0 5 0 
Number Of Assigned No Custom Operation Required Container to each Terminal 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 37 0 0 2 0 BERTH1 0 0 36 12 0 
BERTH2 12 0 0 0 0 BERTH2 12 0 0 0 4 
BERTH3 0 0 0 0 19 BERTH3 0 2 0 70 0 
BERTH4 8 0 0 0 0 BERTH4 23 22 0 0 0 
BERTH5 0 0 22 0 0 BERTH5 0 0 18 0 0 
Ship Allocation to Berth 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
Ykb BERTH1 BERTH2 BERTH3 BERTH4 BERTH5 Ykb BERTH1 BERTH2 BERTH3 BERTH4 BERTH5 
SHIP1 0 0 0 0 1 SHIP1 0 0 1 0 0 
SHIP2 0 0 1 0 0 SHIP2 1 0 0 0 0 
SHIP3 0 1 0 0 0 SHIP3 0 0 0 0 1 
SHIP4 0 0 0 1 0 SHIP4 0 1 0 0 0 
SHIP5 1 0 0 0 0 SHIP5 0 0 0 1 0 
Table 6. “Solution Structure for Optimistic Programming”. 
Number Of Assigned Custom Operation Required Container to each Terminal 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
c
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
c
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 0 0 0 0 33 BERTH1 0 20 15 0 36 
BERTH2 0 0 0 0 0 BERTH2 0 28 0 0 3 
BERTH3 0 32 59 0 29 BERTH3 0 30 26 0 37 
BERTH4 0 0 82 0 75 BERTH4 0 0 55 0 80 
BERTH5 0 0 0 23 24 BERTH5 8 0 0 32 6 
Number Of Assigned No Custom Operation Required Container to each Terminal 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 bjX  TER1 TER2 TER3 TER4 TER5 
BERTH1 0 18 20 64 0 BERTH1 0 0 12 70 0 
BERTH2 0 0 0 0 0 BERTH2 11 0 0 8 7 
BERTH3 30 1 0 57 0 BERTH3 0 8 0 64 0 
BERTH4 17 36 0 0 0 BERTH4 20 0 0 31 0 
BERTH5 0 0 59 0 0 BERTH5 0 0 32 0 0 
Ship Allocation to Berth 
α-cut =0 α-cut =1 
Ykb BERTH1 BERTH2 BERTH3 BERTH4 BERTH5 Ykb BERTH1 BERTH2 BERTH3 BERTH4 BERTH5 
SHIP1 0 0 0 0 0 SHIP1 1 0 0 0 0 
SHIP2 0 0 1 0 0 SHIP2 0 0 1 0 0 
SHIP3 1 0 0 0 0 SHIP3 0 1 0 0 0 
SHIP4 0 0 0 0 1 SHIP4 0 0 0 0 1 
SHIP5 0 0 0 1 0 SHIP5 0 0 0 1 0 
Table 7. “Solution Structure for Pessimistic Programming” 
The results show the robustness of proposed models in an ambiguous environment. 
Formally, the proposed model act optimally in two steps. In first step, it allocates 
the arrived ships to berths and sequentially in second step determines number of 
containers which should be assigned to each terminal of a berth. The model 
performs all these allocations subject to detachment of containers need for custom 
operations and those don’t need.  
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5 Summary and Conclusions 
In this paper we have developed a 0-1 programming models for Containers 
Allocation Problem in Maritime Terminals in crisp and fuzzy environment. In the 
proposed fuzzy model, the distances between berth and terminals area, number of 
containers in an arrived ship and estimation of available area in each terminal at a 
port was assumed in an ambiguous condition. The developed model consisted of 
two major steps. In first step, it allocates the arrived ships to berths and 
sequentially in second step determines number of containers which should be 
assigned to each terminal of a berth. The parameters of the model were assumed 
to be fuzzy due to adaptation with real world ambiguous conditions. We used TrFNs 
to represent the vagueness. Using α-cut level concepts, we developed 2 different 
models, one for optimistic and the other for pessimistic condition. The proposed 
models were coded in LINGO 8.0 solver and a test problem was solved in different 
α-cut levels. The obtained results show that the proposed procedure is robust. The 
optimum assignment of ship to berths and containers to terminal subject to 
different constraints and minimizing total traversed distance by quay cranes and 
heavy transshipment vehicles in a full fuzzy environment, are major output of 
proposed model. 
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